Living and Parking
Comfort in a Twin Pack

The demand for residential parking spaces and their professional management is increasing continuously. This is due to the fact that already more than half of the world’s population now lives in cities. That’s a good reason to give city residents secure and easy access to their parking spaces, which they use daily. Create space for the relaxed arrival of your tenants and apartment owners. They can conveniently park at home using hands-free access media. Day by day. Residents can enjoy pure comfort, and all that without keys.
Your Benefits

Resource-efficient Operation
- Time-savings through efficient online management of residents (easy registration, extension of permits and setup of IDs)
- Optional expansion with B2C self-service platforms – your residents manage themselves online

User-friendly Operation
- Personalized access permits (SKIDATA keycards, Mifare data storage media, long-range keytags) ensure high security standards

A fair Price
- Low hardware investment – use your existing infrastructure such as roller doors as part of the access solution
- Attractive value-for-money for the utilization of the SKIDATA platform

Your Parking Garage at a Glance
- Transparent occupancy rates and user behavior – simple and at the touch of a button
- Operative monitoring of your devices always and from everywhere

More Security
- Easy deletion or blocking of permits
- High security standards through personalized access permits

A Part of the Whole
- Possibility to integrate residential parking in city-spanning solutions

Supporting versatile hardware components (examples) - by taking existing infrastructure into consideration.

www.skidata.com